Circular No. (11) for the year 2016

Date: 18/08/2016
Ref No: CWMH/LTD/860/16

Dear / Environmental Services Providers Operating in Waste Transportation,

Subject: Issuing the required permits and Installing GPS devices for vehicles transporting waste to the landfill at Nahil – Al Ain

Greetings,

Reference to the above mentioned subject, and based on law No. (21) In 2005 on Waste Management in the Emirates of Abu Dhabi, and the decision of the board of directors No. (1) In 2010 regarding the implementation of fees on producers and transporters for all kinds of waste.

Kindly be informed that Tadweer (Center of Waste Management – Abu Dhabi) will start implementing the installation of electronic tracking (GPS) for all vehicles entering Nahil Landfill in Al Ain from Sunday 21/8/2016.

Therefore, all ESPs operating in the field of Waste Transportation are required to comply with the following:

1. Obtain permits from Tadweer prior to the start of operation in waste transportation and/or treatment.
2. Install GPS tracking for vehicles.
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3. Provide three original copies of waste transportation policy (Manifest).

Noting that, Nahil landfill receives organic waste (farms waste) only.

Accordingly, and in order to obtain the above mentioned requirements, all non-compliant ESPs are kindly requested to visit Tadweer’s Licensing, Tariff & Customer Service Department - Al Ain branch at Al Towayya to provide the required documents, instantly and prior to the start of tariff collection fees at Nahil landfill gates.

Therefore, any vehicle not complying with the above requirements will be denied entering Nahil landfill, effective from Sunday 21/08/2016.

For more information, please contact Abu Dhabi Government Center at 800555, or via email: info@cap-cwm.com.

Thank you for your cooperation „,

Mr. Mubarak Suhail Al Ameri
Acting Director of Licensing, Tariff & Customer Service.
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